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The purpose of this paper was to investigate the main issues of the hydrogen fuel cell durability in 

relation to a possible application in the transportation sector. The experimental study was effected on a 

500W Polymeric Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) stack, previously utilized as a power source in a fuel 

cell power train for scooter applications. The experimental characterization of the used stack, in terms 

of polarization curves and individual cell voltage acquisition, evidenced a significant total voltage 

decrease and a strong irregularity of individual cell voltage. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) were used in order to investigate the possible causes 

of the stack performance loss. The results evidenced the role of catalyst particles sintering mechanism, 

associated with the reduction of electrochemical surface area (ECSA) and with the increase of the 

charge transfer resistance (Rct) observed in the fuel cell electrochemical interface. The possible role of 

the stack dynamic operation in cell durability was discussed in relation to the hybridization level 

between fuel cell generator and electric energy storage system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The most suitable fuel cells for transportation applications use hydrogen as fuel and a 

polymeric membrane as electrolyte. Besides their low operative temperature (40-80 °C), and then their 

quick start-up, they are characterized by high power density, high efficiency, good transient response, 

and absence of corrosive liquid electrolytes, all features strongly appreciated for automotive 

utilizations [1, 2]. 

The requirements for fuel cell lifetime vary with the specific application, in particular a 

duration of at least 5000 h is mandatory for use on cars, while even longer periods are needed for bus 
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and stationary employments (for most applications an acceptable degradation rate is considered to be 

comprised in the range 2-10 μV/h [3]). However the wide variability of operative conditions usually 

encountered in automotive applications, such as dynamic driving cycles, startup/shutdown phases and 

freeze/thaw, make also the target for car very difficult to be met with the current technologies. 

Since the concept of durability decay is strictly connected to that of ageing, in the sense of a 

progressive and not reversible loss of performance, a general examination of this feature for PEM fuel 

cells has to include some considerations about the main processes that can cause the degradation of 

materials used for components of these systems (electrocatalysts, membranes and bipolar plates). This 

degradation is mainly related to working conditions of humidity and temperature, oxidizing or 

reducing environment, and dynamic operation. 

The operation of a fuel cell stack requires the utilization of several auxiliary sub-systems, 

whose function is to manage reactant feeding, heat and water and to permit an efficient and reliable 

electric power production [2, 4-7]. The water management is the most critical issue as it is directly 

connected with the requirement of the electrolytic membrane to be maintained properly humidified. 

While a strong relationship exists between proton conductivity and water content of Nafion material 

used as membrane in PEM fuel cell [5], the water produced at cathode side and the air moisture could 

be not sufficient to maintain properly wet the membranes in all working conditions, because of 

complex phenomena involving water within the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 

The amount of platinum catalyst used in electrocatalysts of a PEM fuel cell is supported on 

carbon in the form of nanoparticles, in order to achieve high metal dispersion at relatively low precious 

metal loading. Then the main problem of ageing of electrocatalysts to be avoided or controlled is the 

increase of catalyst particle size, which causes diminution of active surface area and then of catalytic 

activity. The coarsening of Pt nanoparticles during PEM fuel cell operation has been extensively 

studied, and different mechanisms have been proposed [8-11]. Also corrosion problems of the carbon 

support have been considered as a cause of electrocatalyst durability loss [12, 13], in particular carbon 

oxidation can occurr via electrochemical oxidation at the cathode, with formation of CO2 (C + 2H2O = 

CO2 + 4H
+
 + 4e

-
), or via water gas shift reaction, with production of CO (C + H2O = CO + H2). Both 

these routes are catalyzed by Pt and subtract carbon useful for platinum loading, with consequent metal 

sintering and decrease of the electrochemical surface area [14-19]. 

Another critical issue regarding durability of PEM fuel cells is the reliability of the electrolytic 

membrane, which can undergo mechanical, thermal and chemical/electrochemical degradation [20-22], 

while the degradation of the gas diffusion layer (GDL) is not clearly assessed because of the 

difficulties in separating the effects from contiguous elements, such as catalysts and bipolar plates. 

While some decrease of GDL conductivity and hydrophobicity has been associated to loss of PTFE 

and carbon, due to temperature and electrochemical surface oxidation during fuel cell operation [23], a 

recent study suggests that hydrophobicity changes of GDL can be considered negligible in 10000 h 

tests under high humidification [24]. 

Cyclic voltammetry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy are useful tools to analyze 

electric properties of different materials and interface reaction mechanisms, then they can be 

considered as powerful techniques to investigate processes occurring within an electrochemical 

system, helping to evidence the performance changes undergone by such systems when used in real 
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applications and to establish hypothesis about the cause of these modifications [25, 26]. In CV 

technique the potential of a system is swept forth and back between two set voltage limits while the 

current is acquired. The current peaks observed in the cyclic voltammogram can provide information 

about the relative rates of reactions in the electrochemical system. The main advantage of EIS with 

respect to other physical techniques for the investigation of materials is that the former can be applied 

“in situ”, i.e. a fuel cell can be studied while energy is produced, with hydrogen flowing through anode 

and air passing through the cathode. 

The aim of this article is to analyze the possible causes of the performance loss of a PEM fuel 

cell stack when it is utilized as a power source in a fuel cell power train. The experimental 

characterization of a 500 W stack, previously used for more than 500 h as power generator in a scooter 

power train, was integrated with the results of an investigation effected by cyclic voltammetry and 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The overall scheme of the fuel cell system utilized for CV and EIS experiments is shown in 

Figure 1. The plant was constituted by the fuel cell stack, the reactant feeding systems, a cooling fan 

for stack temperature control and a variable resistive load. Hydrogen as fuel and air as oxidant were 

fed by high pressure cylinders (200 bar) of high purity (>99.5%). Before feeding the stack both 

reactants were humidified by flowing through Drechsel bubblers filled with de-ionized water at room 

temperature. A back pressure regulator at the outlet of cathode side and a fuel purge valve at the outlet 

of anode side permitted the correct management of both reactants during the tests. Two pressure 

transducers (PT) were also located upstream the stack to monitor anode and cathode pressure, a mass 

flow rate controller (MFC) was used to set oxidant flow rate, a thermocouple (Tc) was located inside a 

cooling plat of the stack to verify its operative temperature. Nitrogen fed by high pressure cylinder 

(200 bar) of high purity (>99.5%) was also used for pipeline purge at the end of each laboratory test, 

and to feed cathodic side during CV tests. 
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Figure 1. Overall scheme of the fuel cell system utilized in CV and EIS experiments 
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The stack was constituted by 32 individual elements connected in series and was able to 

produce a maximum power of 500 W. The main technical specifications are indicated in Table 1. This 

stack was used for more than 500 h as a power generator in a scooter power train, whose details are 

reported in a previous work [27], adopting different hybrid configurations characterized by frequent 

dynamic requirements. CV and EIS analysis were effected on this used stack, after a preliminary 

characterization in terms of polarization curve and individual cell voltage acquisition. 

The cyclic voltammograms were acquired at room temperature and 100 kPa by a Zahner 

Zennium Electrochemical Workstation coupled with an external Zahner PP201 Potentiostat. The 

experiments were performed on the 500 W stack feeding anodes with H2 (0.5 l/min) and cathodes with 

inert gas (N2, 0.5 l/min). The electrodes fed by H2 acted both as counter electrodes and reference 

electrodes, because of the negligible overpotential at the counter electrode for the hydrogen oxidation, 

while cathodes acted as working electrodes. The voltage was scanned from 10 to 1200 mV with a 

sweep rate of 5 mV/s. 

 

Table 1. Technical specifications of the 500 W PEM stack 

 

Specification Value 
Number of cells 32 
Active area 64 cm

2
 

Pt loading 0.4 mg/cm
2
 

Voltage range 16-30 V 
Max power 500 W 
Max current

 
30 A 

Max dynamic 100 W/s 
Cooling Forced air 

 

The in situ EIS spectra were acquired in potentiostatic mode by the same Zahner equipment 

used for CV tests, while the Zahner ZMAN software was used for simulations. The cell part of interest 

was connected to the potentiostat by a two-electrodes scheme, in which the anode served both as 

counter electrode and reference electrode. One of most important parameters to be regulated for the 

execution of a EIS spectrum is the applied frequency (f). At low frequencies (f<1 mHz) the impedance 

value is mainly affected by the DC conductivity of the electrolyte polymer, while at very high 

frequencies (f>100 kHz) inductive contributions from connecting wires can appear in the spectrum. 

Then the range of frequencies used for tests on the 500 W stack was the most significant for fuel cells, 

comprised between 10 mHz and 10 kHz, where the interfacial properties are evidenced. A potential 

amplitude of 10 mV was adopted, with points per decades ranging from 5 to 25 in dependence of 

frequency. 

EIS spectra on the used stack were acquired measuring the impedance of different cells at 

OCV, 40 W and 110 W. In particular the behavior of those cells still adequately performing was 

comparing to that of cells whose voltage resulted significantly lower as a consequence of aging. 

The stack operative conditions were tuned for all tests as follows: T = 298-310 K, 

stoichiometric ratio = 2.5 at 40 W and 2 at 110 W, pair = 40 kPa, pH2 = 40 kPa. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Correlation between hybridization level in a fuel cell power train and stack degradation 

The Figure 2 shows the overall scheme of a fuel cell power train with the indication of possible 

hybrid configurations. The propulsion system comprises the fuel cell generator, the electric energy 

storage system, a DC-DC converter and the electric drive (composed by inverter and electric machine). 

The electric parallel between fuel cell generator and electric energy storage system permitted different 

hybridization levels to be realized, while the DC-DC converter had the function to adequate the stack 

voltage to the requirements of the electric drive and to regulate the energy flows through the electric 

bus. In this way the electric power provided by the stack could be directed towards the electric motor 

or the energy storage system, permitting also regenerative braking to be realized when the electric 

motor operates as a generator [2,4]. 
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Figure 2. Overall scheme of a fuel cell power train with the indications of possible hybrid 

configurations 

 

An important qualification for a fuel cell engine in automotive application is its dynamic 

response to driving requirements. Vehicle drivability require that the power generator is able to deliver 

maximum power (almost up to 90%) with very short time delay. The fuel cell dynamic operation could 

involve a partial stack durability reduction, in particular when the fuel cell stack is the only power 

generator used to feed the electric drive (full power configuration in Figure 2). In this respect the 

hybridization concept, based on the on-board integration of fuel cell system and electric energy storage 

devices (traction batteries and/or supercapacitors), would reduce the dynamic requirements to the 

stack, i.e. electric energy storage systems can assist the fuel cell system during the fast accelerations. 

Moreover, the presence of storage systems would permit the supplying of vehicle auxiliaries and some 

energy economy during regenerative braking. 
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In a soft hybrid configuration the storage system is minimized, and the fuel cell stack generates 

most of the energy demanded by the load. The load variation requirements have to be satisfied mainly 

by the fuel cell system, while the storage system could give a limited but useful contribution for 

satisfying the power requirements during start-up and very fast acceleration phases, damping the high 

dynamics of the FC generator. In a hard hybrid configuration the role of the storage systems becomes 

predominant while the power provided by the fuel cell generator is strongly limited, and automotive 

dynamic requirements are almost completely satisfied by the storage system. The main benefit of the 

soft hybrid configuration is a minor use of batteries, while the hard hybrid option offers the possibility 

to use a smaller fuel cell stack, which can work in optimal steady-state conditions. The cost and 

durability issues related to the fuel cell technology, also together with vehicle type and road mission, 

could then direct the choice of the hybrid configuration [28, 29]. 

In Figure 3 the polarization curves of the 500 W stack tested for this paper are reported for the 

new stack [27] and for the same device after utilization as a power source in a scooter power train in 

both soft and hard hybrid modalities, while the Figure 4 shows the individual cell voltage acquisition at 

110 W. 
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Figure 3. Polarization curves for the 500 W PEM stack before and after utilization in a scooter power 

train 

 

The results of Figures 3-4 evidence that the utilization of a PEM stack in dynamic conditions, 

typical of a soft hybrid operation, can determine a performance decrease extended to all cells in terms 

of cell voltage, but also a worsening of individual cell voltage uniformity. In particular at 15 A the 

voltage of the used stack resulted 50% lower with respect to the new device (Figure 3). On the other 

hand data reported in Figure 4, related to a specific acquisition of individual cell voltage (110 W), 
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show a strong irregularity of individual cell voltage. In particular the voltage of the cell N.32 resulted 

about 0.4 V, while the voltage of the best performing cells was always higher than 0.7 V. Starting from 

results of Figure 3-4 the used stack was investigated by CV and EIS in order to evidence the durability 

issues associated with its utilization in a power train, and elucidate the nature of these problems. 
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Figure 4. Individual cell voltage acquisition during steady state tests at 110 W on the new and used 

stack 

 

3.2. Experimental analysis of the fuel cell degradation mechanism by CV and EIS 

The characterization by in situ CV was performed on all individual cells of the 500 W stack, in 

order to obtain a complete information about reactivity conditions of single electrochemical interfaces. 

In Figure 5 the cyclic voltammograms of one of the best performing cells (cell N.9, on the base of 

results reported in Figure 4) and of the cell N.32 are shown. The profiles follow the typical trend of Pt 

surface exposed to H2 stream [30], in particular a fine structure associated with two hydrogen 

desorption peaks was detected in the range 0.1÷0.4 V during the anodic sweep of both cells, while the 

oxidation current peak at 0.6÷0.8 V and the reduction current peak at about 0.9÷1 V were due to the 

oxidation and reduction of Pt catalyst particles. However the Figure 5 evidences also some important 

differences between the two cells, in particular the areas of all current peaks before considered are 

lower for the cell N.32 than for the N.9, and the entire profile is shifted towards higher current values 

for the cell N.32. While this last phenomenon can be correlated with the presence of some hydrogen 

crossover [31] the areas under the hydrogen desorption peaks (i.e. the charge associated with the 

amount of atoms removed from the surface) can be used to have a quantitative indication of the 

electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of Pt catalyst particles. If the specific charge for a hydrogen 
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monolayer on platinum is assumed equal to 210 μC/cm
2
 of Pt [32, 33], the ECSA can be calculated by 

the following equation: 

 

ECSA (cm
2

Pt/gPt) = charge (μC/cm
2
) / 210 (μC/cm

2
Pt) catalyst loading (gPt/cm

2
) 
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Figure 5. Cyclic voltammetry curves for cells N. 9 and N. 32 of the used 500 W stack 
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Figure 6. ECSA values for individual cells calculated by CV tests on the used 500 W stack 
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Using the data reported in Table 1 (64 cm
2
 for active area and 0.4 mg/cm

2
 for metal loading) 

the ECSA values were calculated for all individual cells, and reported in the histogram of Figure 6. 

The ECSA values can be correlated with the voltage of individual cells reported in Figure 4, in 

fact the strong irregularity in cell voltage is reproduced in the strong variability of ECSA, whose 

values ranged from about 40 m
2
/g for cell N.32 to almost 80 m

2
/g for the best performing cells. This 

behavior is a clear indication that the agglomeration of catalyst particles has to be considered as a 

serious cause of the overall decrease in stack performance after ageing, even if CV is not suitable to 

exclude other possible causes of stack degradation. 

The EIS spectra acquired for the cells N.9 and N.32 of the used stack are shown in Figures 7-9, 

in form of Nyquist plot for different load conditions (OCV, 40 W and 110 W). 
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Figure 7. Nyquist plots for N.9 and N.32 cells of the used 500 W stack at OCV. Cell voltage: 0.93 V 

for N.9 and 0.89 V for N.32. The result of the simulation is indicated by the continuous line. 
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Figure 8. Nyquist plots for N.9 and N.32 cells of the used 500 W stack at 40 W. Cell voltage: 0.84 V 

for N.9 and 0.75 V for N.32. The result of the simulation is indicated by the continuous line. 
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All curves are characterized by complete semi-circles typical of a kinetic control associated 

with the oxygen reduction reaction [34], with significant impedance differences between the two cells 

and at different load values. In particular the extent of the semicircle resulted higher for the cell N.32 

with respect to the N.9 in the three load conditions, showing higher values of both Zre and -Zim, while 

the comparison for the same cell evidenced the effect of the load on -Zim values. These resulted 

significantly lower (more than one order of magnitude) at 40 and 110 W with respect to OCV, due to 

the increased rapidity of the electrochemical kinetic. Negative values of -Zim were observed at very 

high frequencies (not shown in Figures), generally associated with pseudo-inductive features due to the 

current collector plates plus all metallic components of a single cell [35]. 
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Figure 9. Nyquist plots for N.9 and N.32 cells of the used 500 W stack at 110 W. Cell voltage: 0.73 V 

for N.9 and 0.42 V for N.32. The result of the simulation is indicated by the continuous line. 

 

EIS experimental data have to be interpreted by the aid of an equivalent electric circuit model. 

This is a combination of electric and electrochemical elements selected to simulate the response of the 

electrochemical system to the imposition of the excitation signal. Each element of the model circuit 

refers to a specific physico-chemical process occurring inside the electrochemical cell, and is 

responsible of a characteristic impedance behavior.  It is known that an electric circuit containing a 

fuel cell as an active element cannot be approximated to a simple resistor circuit as the real 

electrochemical systems exhibit more complex behaviors, which are due to the existence of the 

electrochemical interface. This is generally recognized as the interface between an electronic 

conductor (electrode) and an ionic conductor (electrolyte). In a fuel cell the ionic resistive behavior is 

generally assigned to the movement of ions across the electrolyte (proton transport through Nafion 

membranes), while the most significant electronic resistance in a fuel cell is due to the transfer of 
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electrons at the electrode/electrolyte interface during a redox semi-reaction (charge-transfer resistance, 

Rct), which depends on the chemical reaction kinetic, the electrode surface and the electrode potential. 

In a narrow region of this interface a very thin electric double layer exists, as an important 

component of the interface. This electrochemical double layer introduces a capacitive contribution 

(double-layer capacitance, Cdl), and can be considered as a plate capacitor created by the pair 

electrode/electrolyte, where the role of dielectric is performed by the insulating energy barrier present 

at the interface and due to the transition between ion conduction (within the electrolyte) and electron 

conduction (within the electrode). 

Diffusive phenomena at the interface electrode/electrolyte are essential for the correct operation 

of a fuel cell, as they are part of the charge transfer reaction, and could give a contribution to the total 

impedance. The simplest approach to take into account these phenomena would be to introduce the 

element known as Warburg impedance (ZW), generally used to describe the mass transport of the 

electroactive species in layers of infinite thickness [26]. If the electrodic reaction is kinetically favored 

(Rct → 0) ZW is predominant, while for a slow reaction (Rct → ∞ ) Rct predominates. 

Anode, cathode and electrolyte should be considered as three electric circuits connected in 

series, however the polymeric membrane is generally treated as a resistor (electrolyte resistance, Rel), 

while being the anode reaction (hydrogen oxidation) very faster than the cathode (oxygen reduction), 

the electric circuit of the anode can be neglected, and the elements Rct, Cdl and W are referred only to 

the cathode. 

On the base of the above considerations, and taking into account that no indication of mass 

transfer control was observed in EIS spectra, the quantitative analysis of experimental data reported in 

Figures 7-9 was effected by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 10, a system constituted by an 

inductive element connected in series with an ohmic resistance and a RC net [36-38]. 
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Rct

L
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Rct
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Figure 10. Equivalent circuit used for modelling the data of Figures 7-9 

 

The total ohmic resistance of the stack (Rel) is associated with the dominant contribution of the 

electrolyte membranes, plus ohmic resistances of other cell components (catalyst layer, backing, end 

plate). In the RC net the charge transfer resistance (Rct), due to the oxygen reduction reaction, is 

connected in parallel with the double layer capacity, here replaced by a constant phase element (CPE). 
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 A constant phase element is used as a generalized element, directly connected to responses of 

real systems. The CPE’s impedance is given by: 

 

ZCPE(ω) = q
-1

 (i ω)
-n

 

 

where q is a proportionality factor whose physical meaning depends on n value. For integral 

values of n (n=1, 0, -1) the CPE represents C, R, and L, respectively, while for n=0.5 it gives the 

Warburg impedance. For any other n value the CPE is associated with the distortions or alterations of 

behavior of basic elements due to particular conditions of actual systems, such as electrode surface 

roughness, varying thickness or composition, non-homogeneous reaction rates on the electrode 

surface. The assumption to use a CPE is justified by the consideration that the double layer capacity is 

distributed through the porous electrodes of a PEM fuel cell [26]. 

The fitting was effected by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and the results are shown by 

continuous lines in Figures 7-9. The values of the electrochemical parameters obtained by this fitting 

procedure are reported in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Fitting electrochemical parameters obtained from EIS spectra of N.9 and N.32 cells by the 

equivalent circuit of Figure 10. 

 

Cell (Load) Rel (Ω) Rct (Ω) qCPE (Ω
-1

s
n
) nCPE 

N.9 (OCV) 0.16 2.6 3.2 0.96 
N.9 (40 W) 0.24 0.11 3.9 0.91 
N.9 (110 W) 0.32 0.023 2.9 0.84 
N.32 (OCV) 0.22 7.8 2.7 0.93 
N.32 (40 W) 0.31 0.24 1.6 0.88 
N.32 (110 W) 0.34 0.032 1.4 0.94 

 

Regarding the values of the ohmic resistance (Rel) not negligible differences were observed 

varying the stack power and between the two cells, however this parameter is associated with the 

building characteristics of cells and can be strongly affected by the membrane water content, then it 

does not reflect the stack aging significantly, and it is not useful to explain the voltage differences 

observed between N.9 and N.32 cells (Figure 4 for 110 W). Instead, the Rct values reported in Table 2 

not only evidence the rapid and expectable decrease of the charge transfer resistance with load 

[35,39,40], but the values of this type of resistance resulted significantly higher for the most aged cell 

(N.32), indicating a loss of catalytic activity of the electro-catalyst involved in the oxygen reduction 

reaction. 

With regard to CPE parameters the n values were always close to 1, indicating that a capacitive 

contribution was prevalent in this element, then q values represent with good approximation the 

behavior of the double layer capacity. The Table 2 shows that the Cdl (q) value was about 3 F (for n=1) 

at OCV for both cells, but resulted lower for the N.32 cell at the highest loads (a diminution of about 

50% was observed for this cell passing from OCV to 110 W). These data are compatible with a lower 
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capacitor charging associated with a reduced charge transfer reaction rate. In fact, if the supported 

catalyst is uniformly distributed over the MEA surface, it is reasonable to assume a direct 

proportionality between Cdl and ECSA [41]. 

The 500 W stack used for CV and EIS tests reported in the present paper was previously 

utilized as power source in a hybrid fuel cell power train for scooter application. Because of this type 

of utilization the stack was undergone to both steady state and dynamic operative conditions, in 

dependence of the selected hybrid configuration. The characterization results before described can be 

correlated with three possible phenomena involved during the dynamic stack operation: i) electrode 

material degradation due to potential cycling; ii) not optimal variation of temperature and 

humidification conditions; iii) polarity reversal. 

For fuel cells fed with pure hydrogen as a fuel, the anode potential remains close to the 

reversible hydrogen potential, due to the high kinetic of the oxidation reaction, then all load variations 

are experienced by the cathode. The fast and iterated potential cycling can be correlated with material 

degradation and consequent alteration of catalyst layer performance, in particular with changes of Pt 

and carbon oxide coverage, and consequent Rct increase [42]. 

A frequent transient situation occurring during dynamic operation is characterized by low load 

and high temperature, the later deriving by a previous utilization at higher loads. In this condition 

water production in the MEA is scarce, and the water coming from external humidification can rapidly 

evaporate. The effect of these phenomena consists in a not sufficient membrane hydration, with 

consequent overall dimensional change, detrimental to its mechanical stability. This process can 

generate pinholes which result in crossover of reactant gases into their respective reverse electrodes. 

When this happens, the exothermic hydrogen combustion produces local hot spots on the catalyst 

surface, which can determine corrosion of carbon support beneath the platinum particles, with 

consequent catalyst sintering (migration and accumulation) and loss of catalytic activity [43-44]. These 

phenomena justify the irregularity observed for cell voltage and ECSA, and the difference between Rct 

values of N.9 and N.32 cells. 

The particular performance worsening observed on cell N.32 can be attributed to some 

hydrogen starvation, more evident for the farthest cell from hydrogen entry and at higher load, which 

can be the cause of polarity reversal [45]. 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental study effected in this paper has been focused on the examination of possible 

aging mechanisms occurring in a PEM fuel cell stack undergone to dynamic operative conditions 

typical of an automotive application. After 500 h of testing in a scooter power train the 500 W stack 

showed an significant efficiency loss accompanied by a strong irregularity of individual cell voltages. 

CV analysis evidenced a strong irregularity of ECSA values for the individual cells of the used stack, 

which reproduced the poor cell voltage uniformity observed on the used stack under load. The role of 

catalyst degradation in performance loss was confirmed by EIS, which showed a clear increase of the 

charge transfer resistance for the most aged cell (N.32). 
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The catalyst degradation, suggested by both CV and EIS, was associated with the cathode 

potential cycling, with corrosion phenomena involving both Pt and carbon support, and with the 

critical conditions of membrane hydration occurring in dynamic working of a fuel cell power train, 

with local hot spot production and consequent catalyst particles sintering. 

A particular performance worsening was observed for the cell N.32, which was the farthest 

from hydrogen entry. The voltage of this cell resulted about 50% lower with respect to the best 

performing cells, indicating a more significant degradation of the electrolyte-catalyst interface. This 

was confirmed by ECSA values, which resulted about 50% lower than those obtained for central cells, 

and by the significant increase of Rct. The possible role of hydrogen starvation and consequent polarity 

reversal has been proposed as an additional motivation to explain the strong performance loss of this 

cell. 

The overall results presented in this paper suggest that the utilization of a hard hybrid 

configuration in a fuel cell vehicle, characterized by a steady state utilization of the stack, could assure 

a higher reliability of PEM fuel cells. 
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